Counterfeiters use cutting-edge copying and scanning technologies to fool their targets. But they’re no match for Ghost Reactor, the ultimate security paper solution for businesses and government agencies facing the ever-changing world of document counterfeiting.
Ghost Reactor can tell a genuine document from a fraud immediately on contact. Easy to use, it offers ironclad protection against highly sophisticated duplication methods. Once again, Rolland leads the way with products, expertise and resources to protect your sensitive documents from criminal attack.
GHOST REACTOR

An invisible taggant embedded in paper, Ghost Reactor is a proprietary technology that instantly distinguishes a genuine document from a fraud with the help of your miniature detector.

It can scan a paper’s surface in a flash – just press the activation button.

A green light and distinct beeping sound confirms your sheet is embedded with Ghost Reactor.

Different versions of the Ghost Reactor are available.
As a business established in 1882, Rolland has a longstanding tradition of providing reliable and discreet service to public and private sector customers worldwide.

Our premium security papers protect the authenticity of passports, checks, ballots and other valuable documents. The essence of our business is protecting the good name of your organization with our superior products, expertise and service.